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A reduced mechanical model for 
cAMP-modulated gating in HCN 
channels
Stephanie Weißgraeber1, Andrea Saponaro2, Gerhard Thiel1 & Kay Hamacher1

We developed an in silico mechanical model to analyze the process of cAMP-induced conformational 
modulations in hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated (HCN) channels, which conduct 
cations across the membrane of mammalian heart and brain cells. The structural analysis reveals 
a quaternary twist in the cytosolic parts of the four subunits in the channel tetramer. This motion 
augments the intrinsic dynamics of the very same protein structure. The pronounced differences 
between the cAMP bound and unbound form include a mutual interaction between the C-linker of the 
cyclic nucleotide binding domain (CNBD) and the linker between the S4 and S5 transmembrane domain 
of the channel. This allows a mechanistic annotation of the twisting motion in relation to the allosteric 
modulation of voltage-dependent gating of this channel by cAMP.

Hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated cation (HCN) channels conduct the “funny current” (If), 
which determines pace-making in the heart and repetitive firing in neurons1. These channels, which are present 
in four isoforms HCN1–4 in humans, are members of the superfamily of voltage-gated K+ channels2.

Typical for these channels is the characteristic architecture with six transmembrane domains (TMDs) of 
which the 4th TMD contains the voltage sensor and the last two TMDs the pore3. At their cytosolic carboxyl 
termini, HCN channels have a canonical cyclic nucleotide-binding domain (CNBD), which is structurally similar 
to regulatory domains in different forms of life ranging from bacteria to humans4. HCN channels are inward 
rectifiers, which means that the open probability of the channel increases in response to hyperpolarization. This 
voltage-dependent activation of HCN channels is furthermore modulated by cyclic nucleotides. Upon binding of 
cAMP to the CNBD the opening of the channel occurs already at lower (negative) potentials4. The physiological 
effect of a rise in the cytosolic concentration of the signaling molecules is an acceleration of pace making5.

A challenge for unraveling the allosteric nature of channel regulation by both voltage and ligands is to under-
stand how the two regulatory signals are processed in the context of the whole protein. One important component 
in this scenario, the CNBD, has been well studied. High resolution crystal structures are available for most HCN 
isoforms in the presence of cAMP6,7.

The CNBD consists of an eight-stranded β -roll, which is connected to an α -helix on the N-terminal side. 
Further downstream are two additional helices, which are termed B- and C-helices. The cAMP binding pocket is 
located in the β -roll and – when occupied by a cyclic nucleotide – it makes contact with the C-helix via the short 
P-helix. An important structure for the transmission of conformational information in the CNBD is the C-linker 
(CL). This helical domain links the CNBD to the channel pore. Information on the conformational dynamics in 
the CNBD between its bound and unbound form was recently provided by an NMR structure of a domain com-
prising CNBD and D′ -F′  helices without cyclic nucleotide bound8. A comparison between the two structures now 
opens the possibility for understanding the conformational changes, which occur between binding and unbind-
ing in the CNBD. The comparative analysis implies that cAMP binding generates large rigid body movements of 
the helical domains together with a stabilization of several of the helices.

In contrast to this detailed knowledge of the cytosolic domain, the structure and dynamics of the transmem-
brane region of HCN channels remain unknown up to now. In the absence of full structural knowledge of the 
entire channel it is challenging to understand the consequences of conformational changes in the CNBD on the 
transmembrane part of the protein and, in particular, on the gating of the pore.

In this study, we created a structural model of the HCN channel and simulated cAMP removal from the 
binding pocket using a coarse-grained approach to reveal the dynamics of the allosteric change upon nucleotide 
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binding in the CNBD. We combined an elastic network model9,10 with Linear Response Theory11 to simulate 
opening of the cAMP binding pocket and analyze the mechanical response of the channel structure.

This methodological approach has several advantages in comparison to a full atomistic approach like tra-
ditional molecular dynamics. Foremost, research in the past years has shown that almost all allosteric confor-
mational changes can be described by one or a subset of low frequency modes if the motion is highly collective, 
i.e., involves a high percentage of residues. Notable studies in the field were conducted by Xu et al., who were 
able to describe the conformational change between the tense and relaxed forms of hemoglobin using an elastic 
network model12, Wang et al., who analyzed the ratchet-like motion of the 70 S ribosome13 and many others14–16. 
Therefore – despite the lack of very detailed structural knowledge on the transmembrane parts – we can apply 
these coarse-grained models to homology structures. Furthermore, elastic network models are computationally 
inexpensive and robust to variations in adjustable parameters17,18. This property allowed us to take an orthogonal 
approach to traditional molecular dynamics studies: instead of gaining insight by detailed simulations of one par-
ticular aspect, we are able to compare observed effects in comparison to a large collection of perturbed scenarios 
and thus are able to identify unique aspects that distinguish, e.g., particular motions from the general dynamics–  
an approach well suited to understand allosteric conformational changes.

Results
In order to understand the conformational changes in the CNBD following cAMP release from the binding 
pocket and the impact of this on the transmembrane part of the channel we constructed a homology model and 
applied a computational model of coarse-grained molecular dynamics on it (see Methods section for details). 
Details on the homology model, which is based on joining the crystal structures of the CNBD of HCN4 with the 
transmembrane part of the Kv1.2 channel as well as other details and quality assurance steps are shown in the 
supplementary material.

Global Conformational Change Upon Ligand Dissociation. Figure 1 shows the displacement of one 
subunit that occurs upon perturbation by an “external force”; the latter is effectively mimicking the (un)binding 
of cAMP and the induced forces. Because of the fourfold symmetry of the tetramer, the displacements of the 
respective residues in all subunits are equivalent.

In this plot residues 254 to 520 correspond to the transmembrane part of the channel followed by the 
C-terminal domain (residues 521 to 718). We emphasis that LRT is a qualitative rather than a quantitative assess-
ment of protein dynamics. Hence, the approach provides information on the overall trend for the movement and 
the displacement of protein parts relative to each other, while the total magnitude of these displacements cannot 
be evaluated, i.e., the y-axis is in arbitrary units.

The data in Fig. 1 show that the pore and filter region with the conserved CIGYG motif (residues 478 to 482) 
undergo almost no displacement following unbinding of cAMP.

The overall motion of the HCN4 protein is shown in Fig. 2: arrows indicate the direction and their length the 
magnitude of displacement after LRT. Again, interpretation of arrow lengths can only be done by ratios, as the 
LRT method is not quantitatively predictive. The data in Fig. 2 show that application of force to the six residues 
of the cAMP binding pocket leads to distinct short- and long range movements in the protein. Most striking is 
a torsion of the CNBD against the transmembrane domain. The relative conformation of the outer region of the 
pore (pore helix and filter region) is maintained during LRT. 

Such a torsion of the transmembrane domain against the non-membrane region has been observed for several 
other channels: the closely related cyclic nucleotide-modulated, bacterial MlotiK1 (via cryo-electron microscopy 
of the open and closed state)19, the mechanosensitive MscL channel of Mycobacterium tuberculosis (by comparing 
crystal structures of open and closed state)20, and the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (ENM analysis)21.

Furthermore, the opening mechanism of several potassium channels has been shown to be a quaternary 
twist22,23. Alam et al.24 were able to create a high resolution crystal structure for NaK in the open state and 
reported a torsion for this sodium and potassium conducting channel compared to the crystallized channel in 
the closed state25. They also discovered that the conformation of the filter region of the pore is almost the same 
in both states, which is in line with observations for the potassium channels KcsA (crystal structure in the closed 

Figure 1. Magnitude of displacement of the Cα atoms of one HCN subunit after LRT. The y-axis is in 
arbitrary units.
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state26) and MthK (crystal structure in the open state27). Thus, our observation of a quaternary torsion agrees with 
previous findings in other ion channels in relation to gating.

A closer look at the interface between the transmembrane part of the channel and its C-terminal region reveals 
that the torsion of the domains moves the S4–S5 - and the C-linker toward each other and enables closer inter-
action of these two structural elements. Hence, cAMP removal from its binding pocket brings the S4–S5-linker 
closer to the inhibiting CNBD. This finding is consistent with experimental data showing that the S4S5- and the 
C-linker move in HCN channels relative to each other during gating28. Our results now imply that this process is 
also involved in the channel’s reaction to cAMP binding. This agrees well with previous findings on the influence 
of the transmembrane voltage sensor domain on the CNBD29,30.

While it has not been revealed up to this point, how cAMP modulates channel gating exactly, we do know 
that a complete removal of the CNBD has an effect similar to cAMP binding: after truncation of the CNBD the 
channel opens already at less negative voltages, i.e., the CNBD in the ligand-free state inhibits channel opening31.

The S4–S5-linker transmits the reaction of the voltage sensor to the pore-forming parts of the channel. Studies 
have suggested that an interaction of the C-linker with the S4–S5-linker couples voltage-gating and allosteric 
modulation of the channel by cAMP.

Figure 2. HCN4 tetramer, one chain is shown in turquoise in a cartoon representation. Arrows represent 
the displacement after LRT force application to the cAMP binding pocket residues of all four subunits 
simultaneously.

Figure 3. ∆r  from LRT compared to a linear combination of three eigenvectors (


l 3, cyan) with the highest 
overlap with ∆r  (red): no. 8, no. 13 and no. 10 (overlap: 0.95). Eigenvectors were derived from a singular 
value decomposition of the Hessian matrix of the system. Plotted vectors were scaled to the same magnitude for 
better comparability.
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If cAMP removal brings the C-linkers closer to the S4–S5-linkers of their neighboring subunits, this in turn 
means that cAMP binding moves them further away thereby preventing interactions. This mechanism could be 
part of the reason why cAMP binding revokes the inhibitory influence of the CNBD.

Comparison of 


r  with Low Frequency Modes. We computed the overlap = ∆ ⋅ |∆ | ⋅ | |
   o r u r u: /( )i i i  

between the non-degenerate eigenvectors ui and the displacement vector ∆r  from LRT. The detailed results are 
shown in the supplemental material (Fig. 4 and and Sec. 4 therein). Eigenmode no. 8 – a soft mode – showed the 
highest overlap to ∆r  with o8 =  0.73. Thus, non-surprisingly, the movement of the channel upon cAMP (un)
binding corresponds to a high degree with a “soft mode” and thus a functional movement. “Soft modes” are those 
movements in an elastic network model with a higher degree of cooperativity of residues and accompanying 
slower velocities32 and thus lesser energy to be spend to evoke it.

Some movements of proteins are composed of several superimposed modes33. To clarify whether this is the 
case for cAMP dissociation in our model, linear combinations of the eigenvectors that featured the highest over-
lap with ∆r  were computed.

Figure 5b of the supplemental material combination of two eigenvectors (no. 8 and no. 13), which increased 
the overlap to 0.85 in comparison to the sole eigenvector no. 8 (show for comparison in Fig. 5a in the supplemen-
tal material). The overlap between ∆r  and the linear combination of three eigenvectors (no. 8, no. 13 and no. 10) 
was 0.95. It is illustrated in Fig. 3. Adding a fourth eigenvector only slightly increases the overlap to 0.97. Thus, 
three eigenvectors are sufficient to describe the displacement upon force application to the cAMP binding pocket 
almost perfectly – and they are all functional, soft modes. This implies that our model relates the effect of cAMP 
(un)binding solely to functional, global movements and not to localized modes that are known to involve only a 
few residues each.

Congruence of the eigenmodes (especially the linear combination of three modes) and ∆r  is best in the 
C-terminal domain and the helical regions of the transmembrane domain. The largest divergence is found for the 
loops in the transmembrane domain. As mentioned in the evaluation of the homology model, modeled loop 
regions are most likely to differ from the native state of the protein, which might be the reason for this discrep-
ancy. Nevertheless, the fact that we only need three eigenvectors for almost perfect overlaps shows that the 
allosteric conformational change we discovered using LRT is an intrinsic property of the HCN4 channel struc-
ture; if it were not for this fact, the composition of the movement would necessarily involve many and not just 
three modes.

Synergies in Global Conformational Change Upon Ligand Dissociation and Voltage. As is 
well-known cAMP-binding reduces the necessary external voltage for channel opening4. We performed addi-
tional ENM experiments to study how this effect can mechanically explained. To this end we applied an addi-
tional force to the charged residues in the channel’s tetramer. We then computed the mechanical response within 
the LRT approximation to this external perturbation. We found that the structural shift in the residue positions 
is very similar to the ones obtained to sole cAMP binding – effectively a twist-like motion. This is illustrated in 
Fig. 4.

Figure 4. ∆r  per residue (blue arrows) in one monomer (purple) from LRT upon an external electrical 
field across the membrane.
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The magnitude and direction of this shift ∆r  is comparable to the one upon binding the cAMP. This is shown 
in the supplemental material in its Sec. 6.

It is well-known that the removal of the CNBD has similar effects as cAMP binding34. While this would be an 
interesting control for a theoretical model, we cannot follow this route in our present setup due to inherent limi-
tations of the method: cAMP is here not considered as a “particle”; its absence or presence is solely modeled via a 
perturbing force in Eq. 3. Now, the removal of the entire CNBD is a much larger perturbation and implies the 
removal of a collection of “particles” from the Hamiltonian H itself. From this we cannot directly compute a posi-
tional shift in ∆r .

Identifying Key Residues in Channel Modulation. 3,270 contact switch-offs were performed and force 
was applied to open the cAMP binding pocket. The impact was analyzed by comparing the displacement vector 
of each altered system with one switched off contact to the original ∆r .

Since we wanted to detect contacts important for global conformational rearrangement, we focused on 
switch-offs that induced a significant change of displacement (> 0.1) for at least 15 residues of each subunit. This 
was the case for 21 contacts. The change in magnitude of displacement after LRT that they caused is illustrated in 
the Supplemental Material (Figure 3) and their location in the protein is indicated in Figs 5 and 6.

As is evident from the upper six panels in Supplemental Figure 3 the four-helix bundle S1–S4 is stabilized. 
This is the reason why the interruption of these contacts induces the largest change in the N-terminal part of the 
subunit. The contacts 395–407 and 395–408 connect the four-helix bundle with the inner region of the trans-
membrane domain across secondary structure elements. Both, residue 407 and 408, are highly conserved, which 
(partially) illustrates the selective pressure. The exception is interaction 322–334: both of these residues lie in the 
same loop but on opposite sites, thereby influencing the adjoining helices. This shows that interactions between 
the transmembrane helices play an important role in the allosteric reaction of the channel to cAMP binding and 
dissociation. Both intra- and inter-subunit contacts are involved in this process.

Discussion
We built a homology model of the HCN4 channel transmembrane region and modeled it in conjunction with 
the available crystal structure of the C-terminal domain. The joined model was used to study allosteric confor-
mational change associated with cAMP release. To this end, an elastic network model of the HCN tetramer was 
constructed. cAMP dissociation was simulated by a force that opened the binding pocket. The resulting confor-
mational change of the HCN tetramer was compared to low frequency modes of the ENM. In addition, we con-
ducted a switch-off screening to identify key residues in the process. Up to now, no such detailed computational 
analysis of cAMP modulation in HCN has been published.

cAMP binding removes the inhibitory effect of the CNBD and thereby reduces the hyperpolarization thresh-
old that needs to be reached for channel gating. Our results suggest that the quaternary twist, which has been 
shown to be the opening mechanism for several ion channels, is already part of the allosteric reaction of the 
channel upon cAMP binding.

We could also show that interaction between the S4–S5-linker in the transmembrane domain and the C-linker 
is influenced by the allosteric rearrangement. This might be part of the mechanism of how cAMP modulates chan-
nel behavior. As the group around Sanguinetti found out, the S4–S5-linker participates in channel gating35. They 

Figure 5. Transmembrane region and part of the C-linker of two neighboring subunits of HCN4 (white 
and gray). The contacts that cause significant change of displacement when switched off are indicated by 
cylinders. Intra-subunit contacts are drawn in red (282–295, 269–309, 322–334, 286–381, 266–396, 266–399, 
395–407, 395–408, 402–560, 403–561), inter-subunit contacts in yellow (430–277, 466–278, 466–282, 438–284, 
438–286, 424–407, 497–422, 331–545).
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also presented mutational studies which suggested an interaction between the S4–S5-linker and the C-linker36. 
Our results point in a similar direction: The S4–S5-linker seems to be involved not only in channel gating but 
also in cAMP modulation – a fact also recently indicated by double electron-electron resonance experiments that 
pointed to torison-like movements upon linker length changes37.

The search for key players in cAMP-induced allosteric conformational change revealed that the most impor-
tant contacts are those between the helices of the transmembrane domain. Here, both, intra- and inter-subunit 
contacts between the transmembrane areas are relevant in this process; thus, the effect can only be observed in the 
cooperatively acting, tetrameric structure and not solely a monomer.

Since HCN1, HCN2 and HCN4 are very similar in sequence and structure and the methods applied in this 
study are coarse-grained and insensitive against sequence variation, the insight gained for HCN4 most likely 
holds for HCN1 and HCN2 as well.

Methods
Homology Model of HCN4. For our structural investigation we developed a homology model of the HCN4 
tetramer and the CNBD. Details are discussed in the supplemental material.

Anisotropic Network Model. Elastic network models (ENMs) are a coarse-grained approach to study pro-
tein dynamics. They map the protein and its full, classical potential to a mass-and-spring network, where each 
amino acid is a node and the springs are the interactions between them38,39. The coordinates of the nodes in 
three-dimensional space are the coordinates of their Cα atoms =x x y z( , , )i i i i  with = …i N1, , , N being the 
number of nodes.

The anisotropic network model (ANM)9,10,40 is a special type of elastic network model. The potential V is given 
as follows:

∑γ= −V R R1
2

( ) ,
(1)i j

N

ij ij ij
,

0 2

where the sum runs over all contacts, e.g., residue pairs i and j whose Euclidean distance is smaller than some 
threshold. γij is the spring constant for the interaction between residues i and j, which can be interaction 
type-specific; = | − | R x xij i j  is the respective distance; and = | − | R x xij i j

0 0 0  the distance of these residues in the 
equilibrium state, i.e., the starting structure41.

The Hessian matrix ∈ ×N N3 3  of the system is the second derivative of the potential with respect to the 3 N 
cartesian coordinates.

Singular value decomposition yields the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Hessian 42. Six of the Hessian’s 
eigenvalues vanish due to three rotational and three translational degrees of freedom. From the 3 N − 6 
non-vanishing eigenvalues λk and their corresponding eigenvectors vk the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse −1 of 
the Hessian can be computed43,44:

 ∑ λ
=−

=

−  v v T ,
(2)k

N
k k

k

1

1

3 6

Figure 6. C-terminal domain with part of the C-linker and CNBD. The contacts that cause significant change 
of displacement when switched off are indicated by cylinders (642–658, 670–710, 649–713). Colors as in Fig. 5.
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resulting in the mechanical covariance matrix of the ANM, which contains information about how the residues 
in the elastic network are coupled dynamically in an equilibrium state.

The eigenvectors of the Hessian matrix vk of an ANM correspond to the fluctuations a protein undergoes. 
Each of these eigenvectors contains 3 N entries since the motion of each residue in all three spatial dimensions is 
required to describe the complete oscillation of the protein. Their respective eigenvalues are the square of the 
frequencies of these fluctuations. High frequency fluctuations are local, stabilizing movements, while low fre-
quency modes (also called soft modes) describe global, collective motions, that affect large parts of the protein32.

Several studies in the past have shown that low frequency modes obtained by ENM analysis provide valuable 
insight into protein mechanics45. According to Tobi et al., ligand binding does not induce conformational change 
but stabilizes conformations that are already accessible to the ligand-free form of the protein46. Therefore, the 
native state can be employed to gather information about allosteric reaction to ligand binding.

For our HCN4 homology model, we built an ANM using the BioPhysConnectoR package47 in R. The contact 
cutoff was set to 10 Å covalent bond strengths were set to 82RT/Å2 with R =  kBNA (kB: Boltzmann constant; NA: 
Avogadro constant; T: temperature)10. Non-covalent interactions were set to 3.166RT/Å2, which is the average 
value of non-covalent interactions in the Miyazawa-Jernigan matrix48.

This ANM Hessian depends on the HCN4 contact map – the binary matrix representing contacts within the 
above mentioned contact cutoff. Obviously, structural inaccuracies that can be expected in any homology model 
lead to changes in the contact map. It is known, however, that ENMs and ANMs in particular are robust against 
such “homology model noise”49.

Linear Response Theory. In 2005, Ikeguchi et al. used linear response theory (LRT)50 to simulate the bind-
ing of ligands to proteins11. LRT states that the response to a perturbation due to ligand binding is related to the 
equilibrium fluctuations of the receptor in the unperturbed state.

The expected coordinate shift for all residues ∆ ∈
r N3  can be computed from the covariance matrix −1 of 

the ligand-free state and the perturbation upon ligand binding, which is simply a force acting on the binding 
pocket:

β∆ −� �
��

r f , (3)1

with β being the force constant and ∈
��
f N3  the vector whose components are the forces acting upon each resi-

due in the three spatial directions.
In this study, a force was simultaneously applied to six residues which constitute the cAMP binding pocket51 

(V642, T644, K648, E660, R669, R710) to mimic the effects of cAMP binding. The direction of the force was 
chosen to point from the geometric center of the heavy atoms of the bound cAMP (extracted from the PDB data) 
towards the Cα atom of the forced residue. As atomistic – up to quantum-mechanical – details of the binding pro-
cess remain illusive, all force vectors were normalized to the same length so that a force of the same strength was 
applied to each binding pocket residue. This restricts us to qualitative insight only. Still, in the subsequent parts 
of this study we can use “coarse-grained insight” for an assessment of the binding process and its implications for 
the conformational changes.

Low Frequency Modes as Reference Motions. Eigenmodes which introduce the same change in all four 
subunits are considered non-degenerate. They were shown to describe cooperative transitions of multimeric pro-
teins well52. Therefore, our analysis was restricted to these non-degenerate modes. To perform the symmetry 
check the magnitude of each three-dimensional displacement vector ∆r i (as part of ∆r in Eq. 3) was computed. 
For the resulting N-dimensional vector of magnitudes, Pearson’s correlation coefficient was computed between 
the first, second, third and fourth quarter. Modes were considered non-degenerate if the correlation between all 
quarters was higher than 0.95.

In a next step, the overlap between each non-degenerate eigenvector and the displacement vector ∆r  from 
LRT in Eq. 3 was computed. The overlap I between two vectors a and 



b is

φ=
⋅
=















I a b
a b

cos ,
(4)

ab ab

where φab is the angle between a and 


b53.
We also computed linear combinations 



l  of k non-degenerate modes ��m that best described the displacement 
upon LRT, i.e., had the highest overlap with ∆r :

∑α=
=

� ��l m ,
(5)k

i

k

i i
1

with αi being the scaling factor for the ith mode that is calculated as follows: Since the eigenvectors of the Hessian 
form an orthonormal basis, we can determine the part of ∆r  that can be described through mode ��mi by normal-
izing ∆r  ( = ∆

∆






s : r

r
) and projecting s  onto ��mi

54:
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i
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Thus, the scaling factor αi is the dot product of ��mi and s , which also corresponds to the overlap between ��mi and s :

α=
⋅
= ⋅ =

=

�� �
�� �
� ��� ���

�� ��� �I m s
m s

m s ,

(7)

m s
i

i
i i

1

i

The overlap of these linear combinations 


l k with ∆r  was then computed.

Assessment of Residue Contacts Using Switch-Off Analysis. In order to identify interactions impor-
tant for the response of the protein to ligand binding, we performed a gedankenexperiment: all contacts are 
switched off one by one, i.e., the interaction strength γ ij for the respective amino acid pair is set to zero in Eq. 1 
before applying the force that mimics the effect of ligand binding. This method is somewhat similar to an alanine 
scan in the laboratory with two modifications: first, an alanine mutation only reduces interaction strength48, it 
does not completely remove it. Second, mutation influences all interactions of a residue at once, while our 
switch-off model allows investigation of individual interactions between two residues10,55. To maintain symmetry 
in the tetramer all corresponding contacts were switched off in all subunits simultaneously.
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